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Press Note

Bagchi rates Chandigarh as the best city in infrastructure
Scale up emotional infrastructure to leave a legacy, advises Subroto Bagchi

Scaling adversities & emotional intellect differentiates a leader from a follower

Chandigarh, November 20: Destination IT@North organized by Departments of IT
Chandigarh, Punjab, STPI and CII concluded here today with an inspiring address by
the World renowned Speaker, Founder Chairman of Mindtree Limited and author of
various books including ‘The Elephant Catchers’ Mr Subroto Bagchi.

He also highlighted CII’s unique initiative launched recently - Golden Top 100
Companies (GTC) for MSMEs, under which the CII - Avantha Centre of
Competitiveness would holistically handhold and guide selected 400 MSMEs to grow 3-
5 times bigger in 4 years. CII would help them both in operations as well as marketing to
increase efficiency in production, reduce costs as well as increase the top-line and the
bottom-line.

“Those who hunt rabbits are rarely able to rope in elephants,” he opened his address
with the analogy that forms the basis of his recently published book too.
India is a country of entrepreneurs and there is no scarcity of creative enterprises but
that of scale, he opined.

“What differentiates a leader from a follower is that a leader wants to leave a legacy
behind and hence strives to scale adversities and emotional intellect. It is essentially
imperative for a leader to scale up his team and build more leaders. Before scaling up
businesses, the young and growing entrepreneurs must scale their minds and intellect
as also of their teams. Otherwise, it might lead to undesired results. A leader builds
Intellectual infrastructure in order to create real differences, but it can sustain only if the
third dimension of emotional infrastructure is also created around it which can make the
effort memorable”, he elaborated. He also called for entrepreneurs to create a dynamic
digital strategy to carry their content and be keen to learn from little known sources.

Referring to infrastructure as the most critical factor, he emphasised that “In
Infrastructure, Scaling should not be minimalistic but maximalist and futuristic in
approach. In most of our cities unfortunately, physical infrastructure leaves a lot to be
desired. “However, as I have been travelling across 16 cities of India, 4 in each region, I
find Chandigarh is the best in infrastructure”.

Advising the IT entrepreneurs, he added that though IT offers immense opportunities
yet it every youngster should be ready to diversify”.



Bagchi pointed out that north has the best capabilities in the field of entertainment and
media having produced many star actors who reign the Bollywood, which should be
channelized to make the tricity a leader in this segment.

A large segment of our population is aging fast, who would require services for their
safety, comfort, security, and entertainment, which can be solved by young
entrepreneurs by adopting innovations in using information technology, he remarked.

Future proof your city, your country, he advised, citing the examples of some of the
small entrepreneurs who scaled up their operations elsewhere in the country that
touched thousands of lives whether it was SUGUNA CHICKEN’ story of Coimbatore or
‘Seemati’ saree brand of a young widow from Cochin who has established her brand all
over the world.

On explaining six rules of scaling up, Subroto Bagchi said that the changing ideas,
customers & products and scaling adversity, intellect, reputation & people is the key to
succeed and excel in life.


